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Deo, Purushott~, Ph.O., Purdue University, December 1972,
Shales ilS EllIbiinkment 1'laterials. Miljor Professors:
C. w. Lovell, Jr., sna L. E. Wood.
Shales have produced major problems in foundiltions, cut
slopes snd embilnkmcnts. This resesrch eonccntriltes on
embilnkmont problems produced ~ shale fill materiills.
Representative shale silmples were collected from
fifteen different locations in Indiilnil, coverin~ a spectrum
from relstively hard and durilble oneS to those which rilpidly
weilthered into soil. Current stste-o!-tho-i1rt infor~tion
wilS gilthered from various agencies engaged in cmbilnkment
construction using soil, shale and other rocks. An extensive
testing program wilS carried out in the laboriltory, inclUding
degradiltion, soil typo standilrd identification, compilction
and load-deformation, and other types of tests. Stilndilrd
tests were modified to suit the soft rocks.
Not all the tests yielded useful descriptors. "ow-
ever,experimentally defined villues of soaked durilbility
index, soundness index, fissility number, ilnd bulk density
seemed to be important descriptors. On the hilsis of the
tcst results, it is proposed that Indiana shilles be
xvii
classified as "rock like", "intermediatc-l", "intermediate-
2", or "soil 1ikc" shales.
A case history of shale embankment failure On 1-74
in southeastern Indiana is presented. The failure ~as
caused by improper placement of tho shale, ~hich was in turn
caused by a fai1uro to identify tho shale and to write
special provisions for it.
INTRODUCTION
s~nle is t~e most common rock in t~e ~orld. It <:on-
stitutes about 50\ of tho rock types exposed on the curf~<:e
of the earth and comprises about 70\ of all tho sedirncnt~ry
rocks (1) 1. In IMny are~s of this country ~nd othe. parts
of t~e world. sh~les nlust be contended with, eit~er insitu
as a slope or foundation matorial, or as the construction
material in e~nkments.
Shales have produced major problems in all of tl.a above
uses, vi~., foundations (1), cut slopes (16, 25), ~nd
embankJn<!nts (79). Ilo~ever this stUdy focuses on the problems
of use of shale in ernbank"",nta. In such use. thc en9ineer
tends to vic~ the shale with suspicion and often reecromends
desi9n and construction procedures ~hieh ~re conserv~tive,
e.g., extra rolling to fr~gment the material, pl~cing another
material between the sh31e ~lld the ~tmosphere (encasement),
flattenin9 slopes, and usin9 berms. These proccdurc~ h~ve
reduced, but not eliminated, ins~ahilitlcs of shale embank~
menU (49).
The engineer is unlikely to express ~atisfaction with
the current state of the art. It is proMbl" th~t currunt
1. Items in parenthoses rofer to entries in thc 8iblioqr~phy.
p"ge 160.
,
practice is generally too con8orv~tivo, i.o., some usable
shales are being wasted, and tho intrinsic strengths of
relatively high quality shales are not being used.
Once it is appreciated that shales uxhibit a wido
SpectrWD of engineering behavior, there is an obvious
motivation to identify and classify shales ss to the said
behavior. for example, some shales slake almost immediately
in moIst sir (Sg), while others csn withstand nUmerous
cycles of wotting and drying, and are roughly as durable as
sandstone or limestone. ·Slaking" is the process through
which a material disintegrates or crumbles Into small
partIcles or flakes when exposed to moisture, and especially
when dried and immersed in water.
SInce most shales ara intermediate in beh3vior botween
soil and rock, tho te'ts which suitably classify seils and
rocks are not adequate to classify ahal~s. The researcher
ia thua faced with the need to, (a) modify e"isting tests,
or (b) evolve new testa. Such tosta would be both suffici-
ently simple and discriminatin9 to allow 9coteehnical
engineera to quide the deSign and construction of shale
embankments in a sound and economical manner.
Problems Associated with Embank~nta
Problema associated with cmUankmcnts can be 9roupod in
three broad categorios.
1. Problems due to the foundation "~terlal of tho
embankn>ent, Which include bearing capacity and scttle,ncnt.
,
2. Problema of embankments On aidehill locations,
~hcre sliding may occur in the foundation material.
3. Problems within 1;.h" embankment ...hleb inclu<.le,
a. Settlement due to loading, drying, slaking,
,,,, tl><lw1n9·
b. Ileave caused by wetting or freezing_
c. Slope inst"billtl'_
d. Surface and subsurface crosion.
This research concentrates upon the control of some of
the problems of Croup 3.
problems with Shale as ~mbankmcnt Material
The degree to Which shales wIll demonstrate poor per-
formance depends largeLy On their service cnviro~cnt, both
man-made and natursl. Por exampLe, unless the ~tcrial
becomes significantly wetter than the placement condition,
slaking may not occur. Once exposed to increased moisture,
slaking may occur quickly, in ~ny years, or not ~t ~ll.
The practical consequenco of tho slaking, if it occur.,
depends primarily upon the relative abundance of large voids
in the compacted mass, into which the slaked material could
settlo. The si'e and frequency of large voidS is r~ther
directly related in turn to the relative abundance of large
chunks of sh.>.le in the embankJncnt. If large chunk:! of
.laking shale ere placed in the embankment, major problems
can be anticipated. If on the othet h"nd, tho s1Q.king shale
is reduced to ."",11 piece. in the construction procen,
•
the slaking may produce no unacceptable denaificationa or
surface displacements,
Degradation of material in the ~nkment can be con-
trolled by effective drainage and/or proper encasement of the
embankments. Evon relatively nanetaking shales are weakened
and made more compressible by increased moisture. Other
shales contain enough expansive minerals to cause signifi-
cant swelling upon wetting and shrinkage upon drying, with
potentially harmful effocts On the o~nkmcnt and/or the
overlying pavement.
If one is able to assess the general susceptibility of
a shalo to slaking, volume change, and the like, in the
projected service environment, more rational decisions cSn
be reached in the design and construction processes, thereby
increasing the probability that satiafactory service wiil
be prod~ced ~ith economy.
,
RESEARCH PR08lXM AND APPROIlCH
Statement of the Research problem
This research involves study of shales in Indiana with
a view to assessing theIr suitability for use in highway
embankments. Indiana shales c;:over • ",ide speCtrum of
behavior from relatively hard and durable ones, to those
Which will rapidly weather into soiL HOWilver they are
mostly of relatively low plasticity and do not exhibit
highly expansible characteristics (3S).
A principal activity in the research was the modifica-
tion of existing tests or development of new tests for the
engineering classification of shales. These tests have to
be simple and inexpensive, and also be able to rate shales
in different embank.... llt-use <;:ategorles. For example.
shales might be grouped in the following fou~ catcgo~ies.
1. Shales Which a~e \fe~y highly susceptible to post-
oonstruotional degradation, and when so reduced are actually
inferior in pc~for~ncc to nor~al fine g~ained Hoils. The
use of these ~terials in embankments should be rostricted.
2. Shales which are about "at par" with not"",1 fino
gtalned soils, if thoy are r8thot thotoughly deqtadcd in
tho construction process, and ~y be uHed wIth normal soil





























The resoarch effort was oivided into three phases.
1. Representative shale samples were collected from
different locationu in Indiana and in a quantity sUfficient
for laboratory testinq. Thasc 8h"I"$ covered" wide be-
havioral spectrum, from very hard and durable onos. to
those which rapidly w""ther into soil.
2. current state of the art Info.._t100 ...as 9"thcr"d
from various "gencies engaged in cmb"n~nt construction
..sing soil, shale and other rocks. Both verbal and written
response. were gathered On problems encountered during and
aftcr construction of shale embankments. as wo11 as on the
laboratory testing of thoso materials.
3. Extonsive tcsting was carried out in the laboratory.
The testing can be grouped in four e",te.,ories.
a) Degradation Type Tests ..easure<! slakin9 and other
breakdown of the .... ted.. l. As the atandar<l tests were in-
..ppropriate for Boft rocks, it was necessary to develOp neW
oneB, or .. t least to modify existing ones.
b} Soil Type Standard tdenUf1cation Tests ""re
conducted On the shales in II. thoroughly degradOd COndition.
e} ~pactlon and Load-Deformation Tests, princip",lly
california Bearing Ratios, wero performed on a~-compacted
and soaked samples.
dl Miscellaneous Ty~ Tests wero run which included:
II ab50rption~timo, 2) bulk density, and 3) cortain bro"king
•
characteristics of m3torials.
Not all tests yielded useful descrlvtors for classify-
ing shales as to their behavior in co~pactcd embankments.
Accordingly, only certain tests were selected for use in

























TABU 1. PERCENTAGE O~ SEDIMENThRY ROCKS hS MEAS~RED.
Lei th ..nd Schuchcrt Kucnen(SS) I(rynine (54)
Mead (60) (76)
Shale .. " " "
Sandstone " n .. ..
Limestone " " " ..











This liter~ture review is presented under the follow·
inq four hc~dinqs,
1. Sediment~ry rocks, and their relation to shale.
2. Definition, classification, origin and engineer·
ing problems of shala.
3. The geology of Indiana shale.
4. ElDWnkments "'ith soil, rock and shale, the state
of the art.
Sedimentary RoCkS
Sedimcnt~ry rOCkS arc formed from the accumulation of
sedi_nts (rcgolithl ), th~t have been tr~nsported by water,
air or ice or precipitated CheMic~lly Or biochemic~lly, and
are aubsequently compacted into hard, firm and str~t1fied
v.ryinq si~es, resistant mineral grains, the remains of
org~nisma, and the products of chemic~l action or evaporation
plus various mixtures of this group. Mec~nical disintegra-
tion of existing rocks produces rock fragments and mineral
grains; chemical decomposition produces both debris and
m3terials in solution. The loose mineral grains ~nd rOCk
fragments arc transported by water, wind or ice to basins
where they are deposited. Some soluble constituents,
1. Regolith is the layer of looso, incoherent roel< materi-
als, without regard to origin. that lorma the land sur-
face and resU on bedrock. It corn!,ri.". rock waste of
all sorts, volcanic ash, glacial drift, alluviuo, "'ind
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te~tu~o may have v~~ious (orms, si~es, sh~pes and composi-
tion. Clastio sedimontary rocks a~e produced in ~
numbc~ of ~ays: they may be ~ind blo~n d~posits (anemogenie),
t~ansported ~nd deposited by ~ate~ (hydrogenic), o~ by
91aeial icc (gl~eiogenic) o~ 0~i9inatc f~om c~ustal distur-
bance (tectonogenic). Some sedimentary rocks arc for"",d
f~oM tho ejecta t~own out f~oM a voLc~o and subsoquently
settle out of the air Or into standing ~~te~. These
~terials are te~"",d "tuffaceous".
NOncl~stio ~ocks are fo~mcd by either chemical o~ bio-
c~omical means, snd consist of minerals such as carbonates,
h~llides, and silica. Tho ~ocks are held togethe~ by
interlocking mineral orystals formed du~ing p~eeipit~tion.
Nca~ly all nonelastic o~ chemically deposited ~ocks o~iginate
by chemical p~ecipit~tion from bodies of su~face ~~te~,
P~eeipitation ~y be e~used by ev~po~ation of the solvent,
by inorganic reaction among dissolved aalts, or by o~ganisms
such as baoteria, cor~la and molluaks.
The textures of nonelastic rocks are formed by the
follo~ing processes acting singly or in combination.
i) Direct "rystal!1zation or inorganic reaction anlQng
dissolved salts,
ii) Crystal IIro~th and enlargelllCnt .. ithin ~n a'lgrc9ate.


















































































































































































































































































and deposition. Some shales are however hybrid scdi~nts
(Figure 1).
Wide differences of opinion exist in regard to tho
definition, classification and identification of shalcs.
The definitions of shale supplied by various authors differ
drastically. !\.n important aSp(lct is whother shale should
be considered soil or bedrock. A judge once made the
statement in a court case, "Anyone knows shale is nOt a
rock" (l).
Definition of Shale
The tar .. shale is used by some to designate all
argillaceous sediments including claystone, siltstone, mud~
stone, and marl, whereas others designate the larger group
as the mudstone or'mudrock group, and classify shaLo as a
member Of it (87).
It is interesting to note the definitions Of shale
given in the literature by various authorities,
"A laminated sediment in which constituent particles
are prominently of clay "rade" (Ilolmcs (4), p. 2621.
"Shales are consolidated fine sediments, usually
hardened clay or mud and have a characteristic fracture.
Generally dull in appearance, shale can be scratched with
s fingor nail" (Legget (59), p. 481.
"A product could nOt be called II shale unless it
possesses tWO properties, When struck with hammer, it
should give a clear ring, and when immersed "in water its
volulllC should re...~in unChangcd" (Tcnaghi (85), p. 20].
"Shale includes the indurated, iaminated Or fissile
claystones and siltstones. The cleavage is that ol bedding
and such other secondary cleavage or lissility that is
approximately parallel to bedding. The secondary clcav-
ago has been produced by the pressure of overlying Sedi-
"",nts" lTwenholcl (87}, p. 981.
"The term shale is applied to a wide variety of rocks,
ranging from consolidated clay and silt to rocks which
display thin beddin9 witheut regard primarily to texturo
Or composition. Shale includos siltstone and claystono"
lI<rulllbein (53). p. 101].
"The term shales is used in a general sense to refer to
the whole group of silty and clayey rocks. Shale is used
in a specific sense for roeks composed primarily of silt
and clay, with fissility or a tendency to split along fairly
close bedding planes" (Deere and Gamble (21), p. J71.
"A fissile rock formed by consolidstion of clay, mud
Or silt, having finely stratified or laminated structure
srw:! unaltered minerais" (I>ebster Dictionary (9J}, p. 2085].
The definition which hss been adopted lor this study
is:
Shale is " sedimentary rock that: I} is e"sontially



























TABLE 1. l'lSSILITY SCALES.
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Fl~99y ahales split into f~sgments of varying thickness
that have tho width snd length Many times greater than the
thickness, and with the two essentially flat sides nc~rly
pB~allel. Mest fragments ln flaggy shales have the length
Bnd wldth at loast SO times greater than the thickness.
Soma shale pieces may b~eBk to yield f~agments whose
description is simila~ to flaky shales, but theBe pieceB
B~e not aB nume~ous aB the flaggy fragments.
Flaky .halos split along i~regular su~facos parallel.
to the bedding to form uneven flakes, thin chips, and
wedge like fragmentB, with their length nor~lly less than
J inches.
Shales combine varying SlllOunts of """ssivenes.. ,
flaggineBs, end flakine ..s, producing B continuous range
that could be repre ..ented on a triangUla~ diagram (figure
3). Kowever, the quantit .. tive cla....ific.. tion of Buch
shsles, through the insertion of appropriate percentagee
..nd adjectives, has not been accompli ..hed.
t..>mination ..
If the shale h not Ussile, it may be !<Iminatcd (71).
Lamination ....re band.. of color or material and range from
O.OS rom to 1.0 Mm in thickness; most laminations fall
within the range of 0.1 to 0.4 rom. The laminations aro of
three kinds (7l):
1) alte~nation. of cO"~Be ..nd Une particles, such
..a silt and cl..y (chllllge in texture),
"
FIOky
FIGURE 3. TRIANGULAR DIAGRAM FOR
MEGASCOPIC CLASSIFICATION OF SHALE
BREAKING TYPES (51 ).
ii) "lternations ot light and dark l"y"rs, distinguished
only by their organic contents ~hich ar" responsible for the
color (change in color) ; and
iii) alternations of Bilt and calci"", carbon;>te (chong"
in compoBition).
These alternations are due te chonges in proportions
Of materials belng deposited, and are not normally rel;>ted
to either erosion, solution or dittuaion. The l~inations
mayor ....y not indic"te cyclic changes (71). If cyclic,
they ....y be caused by storlU, floods Or other simil<>r
occurrences, or are perhaps related to scasonal varia-
tions Of climate (71).
Other Shsle Related Rocks
Twenhofel (87) gives a clasaific"tion for ahale and
shale-related rocks as sho~n in Figure 4. This clasaifica-
tion inCludes indurated l silt Or clay and their metamorphic
equivalents. Underwood (90}, Ingram (51}, and Gamble (27)
have also attempted to differentiate among these rocks.
Definitions are given belo~ (51, 27).
Hudrock - Sediment<>ry rock consisting of "t least 50\ Of
either silt or clay ~ith nO connotation as to the relative
percentages ot theae constituents or as to the brc"king
Characteristics Of the rock.
1. Indurated 1s used to ohoracteri~e a rock hardened by
pressurc, cementation Or heat, both compaction and
cemented shales snd mudrocks con be included.
AFTER
INCIPIENT METAMORPHIC






0. Mud \ .4'0,11,1, S'OI' I.F,n,hl~ •/ / SnOI. Pll~hl'Sell...,
CIO~ CIOYIIIlfl. _
FIGURE 4. CLASSIFICATION OF SHALE AND
RELATED ROCKS (87 ).
"
Siltrock - Mudrock, in ~hich silt is dominant ovor tho
clay.




Mud.hale ~ Fissile mudrock.
ria.ile siltrock.
Clay shale Fissile clayrock,
~qillit. A rock derived from siltstone Or shale that has
undergone a higher degree of induration than is present in
those rocks. Parting, if <>ny, is parallell to bedding.
Common Word Modifiers for Shale
Attempts have been ~de (.3, 73, 90l to classify shale
by usc of common word modifiers. Some of thO commonly uscd
term. are described below:
aituminous Shale or 011 Shale - These shales are black or
dark brown and contain natural hydrocarbon; on distillation
they yield petroleum product••
Alum S~ale - A .halo impregnated with alum IA12(S04)3J. pro-
duced by oxidation and hydration of pyrite.
Arkosic Shale - A .hale containing greater than LO' feldspar.
Siliceous Shale A shale composed mainly of clear, rounded,
detrital quartr grains or amorphous silica in silt sire.
Red S~ale - A a~alo containing sufficient hematito
(Ye20)) to yield a red color.
"
Micaceous Shale - A shale h~vinq ~u8covlte flakes ~nd
silty quartz along luminationa.
Chloritic Shale - A shale containing chlorite.
I~ture Shale - Sediments ~hich are somewhat between clay
and shale, "ith very little eementinq material. (liormal1y,
standard soil laboratory testing procedures are applicable
to these shales).
Other common words includo "heavy· shale. "light"
Shale, ·popcorn" sl>,,18, "qwobo" Shale, "fir.." shale, etc.
These terms may be significant to those who reqularly usc
them, but are of doubtful value for general usoge.
OrIgin of Shales
Most shales have a hydrogen!" origin, i.e., water is
the medium by which the sediment is transported and
deposited.
Tho constituents, Which make up Shale. are derived
fro.. the following sOurceS PI):
a} Products of abrasion (mechanical c1<ly and silt>
b} End products of westhering (residual clays)
c) Che"'ical and biochemical additions.
The specific nature of tho shale formed is determined
by the relative contribution of these factors. The kind
and proportion of mechanicslly~derivedclsy and silt are
dependent On rock composition, relief, and cliM3te of the
source area. The nature of the residual material that
"
roaches the depositional arca is particularly dependent
upon climate and drainage.
Theoreti~&lly, during the late stagGs of erosion,
when the land surface approacncs base level, very little
material, other th~n ionic and colloidal form~. is deliver-
ed fr"", the land surface to the boosin of deposition. Under
such conditions, both silica And iron can acc~ulato in
favorable sites .s chemical deposits. Minor upLift leads
to partial destruction of the regolith. Sedimentation
following such rejuvenation is marked by the deposition
of highly aluminous shalos. More marked elevation and
consequent higher relief interrupts the soil forming process
at mid-cycle, so that both weathered and unweathered pro-
ducts arc delivered to the basin of deposition (71) and
mudrocks Sre formed.
Under conditions of groat crustal stability and low
relief, the land derived detrital ~terial is minimal.
When this occurs, the sedimentation in adjacent basins will
be chiefly chomical. The resulting situation may be de-
position of only minor amounts of shale, Or if shale Or
mud rock is formed, it will be richer than normal in chemical-
ly or biochemically precipitated materials. Because of
such precipitation, the shales cont"in groater portions of
sever"l constituents. If rich in limo, they are calcareous
shales: if rich in iron, ferruginous shalos: if rich in
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found interbedded in e repeated faohion with other oodi-
_>ntory rocko. In .....ny loc"Uono in Indi<U\lI, ..ltern~Un9
bedo of o~lo and limestono "ro found (3.). In other aceao.
coal, o.nd.ton•• fceahwatec li...tan.. lind undeccl~y are
the cOCk• .utu.lly 1I••ociated with .hal.a. particularly in
i'(lnn.ylvanian .gad cock.. (1'). Tbe.. l.tter sequence. ac.
knovn .a cyclotholraa. A nuaber of cyeloo of aeclt-ntation
....y be pnaent. and thia i"'POaaa ,peelal probl..... in locat~
ing thol ahal. becI.. Fac e"""",l•••!>al. _y ."i.t all thin
beda bet_n ....dve aandatone or Ii_atone, if it goe..
undotectad lind the whoie unit io u •• tad ". "ocund" rock
a.rio...a prQbI........y develop.
Alling (2) h.a tried to eorr.late the .... of aplitting
.nd "ah.linaa," (fi.aility) with the ahal. campo.ition.
According to that lIuthor. an iner••a. in ailiceo...a or
cale"reo... , contont gener.lly reduced tho ahalines9. Rubey
(75) h., alao eoncluded that fi'aility of ah.l.a ha~ lin
inv.ra. r.lationahip with calcium carbon.t. contont.
Ingraa (51) ob.eeve. that fi ••ility in .hole. i.
a ••oci.tod with parallel arrangement af clay partielell. Tho
natura of tho eementing agent doterainaa whother the .hal.
i. flaky or flag9Y. If the ceaentin9 agent can hold the
..tedal In largo olab., tho ohalo will be fl.ggy. If the
........ t or tho ten.city of tho ee_Inting "g<::nt io ......11. tho
o!>alo viII be flaky. Comentin9 agent. Other th;>n erq~nic
..tter tend to binder cleavaqo parallol to clay particle••
"
ca~aing a decrease in fis»lilty and an increase in ~~~ive­
ncs8. Weathering lncreasos the fiaaility of shales. The
type of fiasiiity, however, did not correlate ~ll with
the type of clay minerals present in a randoM collectIon
of mudrocks (51).
Payne (69) and Grim and Cuthbert (35) believe that cLay
minerals control tiaullity. According to these authora,
sediments cOmposed of illite will have a greater tendency
toward fisslilty than those containing other clay minerals.
Clarke (lB) determined chemical composition of an
"average" shale from 82 shale samples, and compared it to
the composition of an "sverage" igneous rock. Tho results
are shown in Table 5. It.can be concluded that the chemical
compositions of the average shale and the averaqc iqneous
rock are not a qreat deal dlfferent.
Underwood (90) presented a list of propertice, and
suqqested ranqes of values to aid In differentiatinq
"problem" from "non-problem" shales with respect to insitu
behsvior for civil cnqineerinq purposes. Tho enqinccrinq
properties considered siqnificsnt were, compres~ive strenqth,
shear strenqth, modulus of elasticity, per~~ability, mois-
ture content, and density. The state of Insitu stress ~nd
the deterioration of surfaces was alsv judqed to ~ffect
enqlnoorinq performance.
Slickensides are common features In shsle ~nd shale-
related rocks (71). They arc polished or scratched surfaces
'fAIlLE 5. CIl£KlCAL c:<»a>oSITION or JWl:It.\GE IGll&O\1S ROO.
AHD AVERAGE SIlM.E (17).
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which result from friction ~lonq ~ f~ult pl~no. Peterson
(70) reported tb~t slickensides sre cOmmon in the softened
surf~ce ~one Of the Bearpaw sbale, and tbeir intensity
deere~ses with deptb.
Cbenevert (16) reported results of w~ter ~dsorption
teStS on seversl sbales. ~e found that shalos showed
8ignific~nt ~lter~tion of properties as a result of water
adsorption.
nartmann and Greenwald (39) Of the U.S. Buroau of Mines
have roported effects of moisture and temperature On roof
sb~les from a coal mine. An uncoated kaolinite sb~lo sbowed
marked expansion with increases in temperature ~nd humidity,
wbile the aame material co~ted with either mortar or paint
had significantly less expansion. Ch~ngea in humldity also
cauaed disintegration. Fresh samples immersed immediately
in water eXhibited no deterioration even after 2-1/2 months,
while specimens whicb were first dried and tben immersed in
water disintograted in 15 minutes.
Grice (31) reported that nonexpansive sbales alao dis-
integrate when subjected to various intenSities and dura-
tion of wetting and drying. The degree of disintegration
varies.
Underwood (88) reported that r~pid slaking of the
pierre shale, when exposed to dry air, was prevented durlng
the construction of tunnels at Oahe Dame in Soutb Dakota,




























2. S><panaion upon wetting.
3. Shrinkage upon drying'.
4. Variation in pe~ability and other propertie$.
5. Relatively low co~preaaive streng'th and shear
streng'th {compared to other rocks}; deg'radation
under load.
6. Joint syatems which either afford hig'h permeability
or are sites of s...elling' <;lay minerals.
Sh:l.les of Indiana
In ~any parts of Indiana, shales are either e><pofed
at the earth's aurfaco Or underlie it at shallo... depths
that are within the ranqe at engineering' conaiderations.
Only ahalee ot the Pale~oic Era are preaent in Indiana and
hence the mont:r.orillonitic claya related to lllOre reccnt
rocks, volcanic activity,and weatherinq in arid reqions are
not represented.
Shales of Ordovi<;ian Age
The oldeat qeoloqic fyatem of rocks in Indiana that
<;ontain shale of enqineerinq aiqnifican<;e Is the Ordovician.
These rocks are e><posed in the southeaatorn part of the
atate (Fiqure 7). One auch ;<ock unit Of note, the "Dill.·
bol'O Formation", lies within the Ordovician (7S).
Shale of Oilleboro ForlNOtion. Thia lor""'tion <;onsists
of alternating beds of sh:l.le end limestone (30); :l.t ~ome
locations more than five hundred beds of alternatinq shale












and H....ton.. can be ob..rved. !'he th1t;,tn••• of shale
~. vari•• bet~n one inch and tWO f •• t (30).
~ Dillsbero For..tion lies above t~ Jopc For..tion
and. dIrectly below t"" klud" Por_don. Lt-n.one in the
Dillsboro ia ar9ill.c~. And shal..s are c.lcareoua (78).
Caa.on clay .ina...l_ pr...nt are illite, taolinite And
chlorite (JOI.
Cenerally tho a"al•• are highly fl ••11e, and with
ro~.ted wottinq and dryinq, they waathor into low strenqth
glay_ The ahal .. h... few open joints, b.. t the li....ton.. ia
woll jointed. The beds Of aMi...nd a .... tono Ilra
lIa••ntiaily horizontal (301.
sui•• of Silur ian ""..
'l'he Silurian Syn•• 11 npuhnta4 in Jndh.nll by ..
succe.sion of lLD..~•• and dola.itlls. 511url.." rocka ar.
lIXPOs.d at the .",rh,ce in the southeastern part of ..he
stAt.. (Plqurll 1). ~rth of the IllInoian ql_01&1 boun~ry,
qlacial drift of varying thickn••• covers the bedrock surface.
In a_ locationa, euch ee cer..ain creeka and river beda,
the 91acial drift ~a been removed by oroaion and the bed-
rock ia exposed. Dotpita the predomingnc. of carbonate
rocka In the Silurian, there ara two formationa wIth
proalnent ahale litl>olO9iea, the "Waldton" and the
"Kiaaiaainewa" (JI).
Waldron Shale. ~hia for..tion ovorllea tho Laurel
l.~at..... and h overlaln ln "urn by tbo t.o..hvllle l.imcatOl'lO.
It ranges fro~ 5 to 12 feet in thickness. In a few places
the Waldron Is entirely ~s8ing, and the Louisville Lime-
stone rests uncomformably on the Laurel Limestone (78j.
Waldron Shsle contains the clay minerals kaoiinite,
illinite, snd chlorite; the non-clay fraction consists of
quartz, dolomite and calcite. The color of Waldron Shale
varies fcom green to gcay. In 80me places it is massive
and soft, but in others, is fiuile ..nd hard. It is fine
grained and much of the quactz, c..lcite snd dolomito are
nearly as fine grained a8 the clay minerals (38).
Mississinewa Shale. This formation overlies the Louis-
ville Limestone and is overlain in turn by the Liston Cceek
Limestone. In places aiong the l'liuissinewa River it is
more than SO feet thick (78j.
Shale in the Hississinewa Is mineralogically Simi lac
to Waldron Shale, except that the focmec commonly lacks
kaOlinite. In many places Hisslssinewa cocks aro primarily
dolomite rather than shale, as the dolomite beds con~inently
comprise IlIOre than SO percent of the sequence (38).
Mississinewa Shale is gray to blue on fresh surfaces
and light brown when weathered. The shale is massive and
bedding is not apparent. It is dominantly fine gr.. ined,






























Shales of Mississtpi." Age
Mississipi." r~ks in Indiana are exposed in a band
that trends in a northwest-southeast direction aCroS5 tbo
"pproxi.... te center of the atato (Fiquro 7). Tho oldest
rocks (Kinderhook) are at the castern edqo of this band.
and the younqoat rocks (Cheater) are at tho weStern cdq...
M~h of tho band of Hisaissipp!.n rocks is buricd by qLacial
drift.
Rocks of the Hisstss!p!an System are assigned to four
aerLes in Indiana: Kinderhook, Oa590, Heramoe, and Choster
(3S). Tho only ahale of the Kinderhook sories OccurS in
the top portion of the New Albany Shale, which has beon
discussed under th" Oovonian system. Rocks of the Oaage
Sories consist of ahales and limestones. Heramoe rocks are
mostly limestones and dolomites and ~ontain practically no
shal". Rocks of the Chester Series alCe composed of lilOQ-
stones. sandstones and shales (39).
Osage Shales. Rooks of the Oaage Series sre ~sslqned
to the Borden Group and arc popularly known ~s "Borden
rocks". The sh~les of this qroup oc=r in two for""'Uons,
the New Providenc.. Shale, which is the oldest formation of
the Borden Group and the Locust point For""'tion. which lies
directly above the New Providence. These two h3VO 3
aimilar litholo9Y and ~re dlfficult to distinquish (39).
"
Rocks of tho Borden Group lie in a narrow band ~bout
12 to 15 miles wide trending from New Albany, on the Ohio
River, to Lafayette. From the Illinoian glacial boundaty
northward, glacial drift of varying thlcknea. covers the
Bordon shales, but they are locally exposed in places (Ja).
The Borden Group overlies either the Rockford Limestone Or
the New Albany Shale because of a prominent unconformity
which cuts acro•• those geologic units.
Borden shales contain ililts, kaolinite, chlorite,
guartz and feld.p~. The non-clay particles in Borden
shales are commonly silt sIze. Tho color ranges from blue
gray to brown. In most places these ahal•• are ",,".slve to
blocky on fresh surfaces, ~t on weathered surfaces they
display definite partings and break out in small pieces.
The shalea vary from aoft to very hard (38).
Chester Shales. The rocks of the Chester serios con~
sist of shales, sandstones and limestones. This series is
more variable in mineralogy, thlckness, and physical
properties, both laterally and vertically, than the shale
units previously described (38).
Chester rocks crop out in a band weat of the Borden
rocke. The outcrop belt extends from tho Ohio River to a
point m.ldway between Indlanapolis and Terre Haute (Figure
".
The Sethol Formation is stratigraphically the lowest





























bedded shale; and 2} light-gray silty thick bedded
shale (38).
Pennsylvanian shales have ISS8 quartz and feldspar
than the shales previously discussed. The common clay
minerals are il1it~, kaolinite and chlorite. They also
contain traces of iron (38).
Current Placement TcchnoloqY
Embankments for engineering structures have been con-
structed of both soil and :<ock. Shah has been treated
sometimes .a " soil, sometimes 8S a rock. Indeed most
"spects of design and construction invol~in9 shalo ~torials
fall ~ithin the group of engineering problems for which
there are only empirical solutions.
Sherard and othors (79) emphasize the importsnco of
proper investigation of tho shaLe material, and handling
each .a an individuaL problem. TeSt e~n~ment sectiOnS
are recommended to determine the proper design and cOn-
struction procedures and specifications.
In Indiana there are three aqencies actively enqaged
in the construction of embankments which involve uso of
shales. The.e are:
1. Indiana State Hiqhway Co_ission.
2. Soil Conservation Service, united St"t"" Depart"",nt
of AqricuLture.
"
3. Division of Water, Indiana Depar~nt of Natural
Resource••
Verbal and written infor~tion was obtained from those
agencies on their problems and practices.
Indiana State Kighway Co~mis.ion
The Indiana State llighway Cotrlll'Lission has separate
specifications for earth and rock fill embankments (44).
They do not, however, have separate specifications for
shalo in embankments. NOnetheless, when shale is encountered
.s a fill material, the wrIting Of spocial provisions is
custollla.ry.
Soil Fill (44). All soil e~ankment. are constructed
with density control. Embankments are compacted to at
least 95 percent of maximum wet density .s determined by
AASHO 1'-99 (3). The embankment Illa.teriaL is placed In uni-
form level layers with a three wheeled rollct weighing not
loss than 10 tons. Other types of eOlllpacdng cqlliPlllent
cOll1d be IIsed ptovidod they are capable of prodllcing s
smooth and even IlIrface On the elllbankmcnt. Each lift 1s
treated by some ~~chsnical lIlaanS, which insures the break-
ing liP of existing lwmps and clods. The loose depth of
each lift 1s solected such that the rC<luired compaction can
be Obtained, but in nO case C"'n it excued 8 inches. It"
talllpinq roller is IIsod as cOlllpaction equiPlllCnt, the ioose
depth can not exceed tho lenqth at t""'pcr feat. Tho
..
oompaction i~ accomplished On the dry side of optimum
moisture content .s determined by AASIIO T-99 (3). If the
~tcrial has a moisture content greater than optimum
moisture content, the material is aerated to remove e~cess
moisture.
There are no standard specifications for the side slope.
Nor""'lly for embankments of height 10 fect or less, aide
slopes of 4 to 1 are used. For h019'ht8 qre"ter tll.an 10
feet, side slopes of ) to 1 are employed (SO).
Rock Fill (44). When rock is used in an embankment, the
pieces are distributed over the area 80 as to avoid large
and oDvious voids or pockets. Voids are carefully tilled with
small pieces. The top 2 feet Of the embankment is cOZDposed
of suitable soil placed in loose layers of 8 inches Or less
and compacted to the required density.
If the depth of an embankment exceeds 5 feet and con-
sists enti~eiy of ~ock, the ~ock is deposited in lifts not
9~eater than the top si~o of the material being used, or
4 feet, whicheve~ is less. The voids of the last lift arc
closed with small brOken stone or other suitable material
and thoroughly compscted. If the depth of the embankment
is les8 than 5 feet, or where the material being placed
does not consist entirely of rOck, the material is placed
in lifts not greater than the top size of the rock being
used, or 2 feet, Whichever i8 les8.
"
Where the rook fill is to be pl~ced over a structure.
the structure is first covered with 2 to 4 feet of properly
compacted soil.
There is no density control carried out in rock fills;
however,side slopes arc steeper than for soils. For embank-
ments constructed from sound limestone, 1 to 1 slopes are
acoeptable. For SOft rOCks lIke shale, 2 to 1. Or 3 to 1
slopes are co_only used. Such quidalines "re quite empiri-
cal.
Shale Fill. There are no separate fixed specificatIons
for shale embankll'lOnts. The Imliana Stato Hiqhway co"""ission
uscs shales in embankment. with the followin9 provisions
(50) .
1. Shales are. subjected to thorouqh breakdown in the
process of excavation, haulinq, place~nt and compaction; in
other words, treated like soil fill. OCcasionally, 11ft
thicknesses are made even smaller than for soil.
2. A non-shale soil encasement of two or three feot
is provided on all boundaries of the embankment.
J. The shale-soil mixture. when treated in the
specified Manner, i~ considered to be highly competent, and
no other special design features are needed.
Such provisions are normally contained in a special
construction specification statement, and are often quito
qualitative. for example, in tho construction of I-~5 noar
Remington and in the vicinity of the u.s. 24 interch~ngc,
sh~lo waa ~sed in the embankment. Tho spcci~l provi~ions
are quoted below (45):
"we believe that usc of this shale should be based
primarily On field evaluations aa follows,
1. Construction porsonnel must be aatisfied wIth the
q~ality of the material.
2. The contractor should aqree to proccs,. or h~ndl"
this material in such a OI<lnnsr as to reduce the shala pla<:es
to reasonable si~es that are woll aompaatcd in ita final
position. It may be no<:es.ary to place this material in
thinner lifts than soil.
3. The shsle Is to be <:onfinod to tho interior portion
of the fill, with a minim~m encasement of two feet of soil
both On the .id<: dop<:s and surhce. 'rhe ~pper two feet of
s~bqrade sho~ld be soil. The suitable use of this shale
will dopend primarily On the contractor's operations,"
In Some e~'eS ahalo has not been properly identified
and specially treated. le~dinq to embankment distross. At
least at One location, On 1-74 near St. ~on. a nOn-u~rablc
sh"lc w;oa ~aed (1961) with limestono. It app"rently w;os
not aufficiently degraded during the construction process
and did ~ltimately slake in service, prod~cing settle~nt
and finally s l;ondslido. Which closed the ca~tbound lanea
some 10 years l"ter, The complete case history has been





























2. A ~inimum enCAsement of four feet of non-shale 80il
is needed.
J. The unit weight of the fill should be at least ~s
percent of the ~xirnum determined by ASTM D 698-66T (83).
Division of Water
The Division of Water, Indiana Departaent of Natural
Resources, has had limited experience concerning use of
shales in embankment.. They prefer a thorough ~eakdown
of material, and specify that the ~oken shale ~terial be"
processed and compacted in such a manner sa to achieve 95
percent of maximum denaity .s determined by tha Standard
proctor teat, ASTM 0 69a~66T (22).
None of these 89oncie8 haa etandards for quantitatively
examining and cla.aifying tha ahale for construction. A
considerable amo~t of judgement may be required at tho timo
of construction, and there is a definite potential for
being unduly conservative, and even oooasionally, errinq
On the unaafe side.
EXPElllfo\£NTAl. MATEIlIllL5
Sampling sites were selected with the aid of concerned
agencies, e.g., the Indiana State uighw.>y COlMlission (ISHC)
and tho 5011 Conservation Service (SCS). ~t least 24
potential sampling sites were inspected, and 15 of these
were ulti~tely sampled. The quantity of material acquired
varied between 150 and 1500 Ib, depending upon the type
of material and ease in sampling. Fresh .>nd unweathered
samples were desired, and this ordinarily ~ant taking the
material during the cutting of an excavation, or immediately
after the completion of the excavation. In some cases the
samplinq was done with the help of the personnel of the
Indiana St"te 11lgh"ay Coo:miss10n and soil Conservatlon
Service.
The sampllng locations are ahown On an Indiana Ctato
highway map in Figure 6. Sampling locations were also
shown in Figure 7, which is the bcd~ock geolOgy map of
Indiana. Ten of the fifteen samples, namely, Klondike,
~ttica, 67A, 678, 37A, 378, paoli 3, paoli 5, paoli X, and
paoli Yare Borden shales of the Osage Serics, which is
early Miasissipian in age (about 330 million years). One,
tho Cannelton shale, is of the Chester series. which is
..
FIGURE 8. HGHWAY MAP OF INOIANA, AND SHALE
SAMPLING LOCATIONS (49 I.
of late Hississipian age (about 310 ~illion yosrs). Two,
1-65 snd Scottsburg shales, are of the New ~lbany Formation
of upper Devonisn 4')e (shout 350 million ye"rs). The Lynn-
ville sh"le is of the Allegheney Sorie. of middle Pe"nsylvsn-
ian ago (a!>Qut 290 milllon year.). The 1-74 ahale is of
the Dillsboro Formation of late Ordovician sge (about 430
IOi1110n years).
Shale. of three sites were used as embankment rosterial
in small ds~s by the Soil Conservation Sorvice (paoll 3,
paoli 5 and Cannelton). Shales from four lOcations were
used in highway elObankrocnts by the Indiana State Highway
























of the e~~~vated aurf~~ea ~nd atored matorial r~vo~ied
that none of the sh~les ~ollected during this proqr~m c~
under this c~tegory.
Test for Slaking in W.ter in One Cyc10
of Wotting and Drying
A broken piece of aha1e weighing between 50 ~nd 60 qm
was oven dried at a ternper~ture l>otween 105' and 110'C for
~t least 9 hours. This broken piece was solectcd such that
it was rouqh1y equidimensiona1. The ahale pieco was allowed
to cool for 30 minutes at roOm temperature. It w~a immersed
in water so th~t it was at least 1/2 In. l>olow the w~t&r
aurface.
After immersion, the ahale piece wa" observed continu-
ously during the first hour; after t~t, the condition of
the piece was checked at two, four, eight, twolve, and
t ....nty four hours. Tho condition of the piece was recorded
as, complete breakdown, part1a1 breakdown, Or nO change.
It the piece aeemod intact, the cloudiness of the water
was alao noted. For any shale whi~h slaked completely Or
partially. the test waa repeated.
Fi'1urea 9, 10, and 11 show the extremea of material
Test tor Slaking in Water with pive Cyclos
of wetting and Drying
Th1s test was first suggested by Philbri~k (1J) to
separate ·~ompaction· and 'cemented" ahales.
FIGURE 9. CANNELTON SHALE BEFORE IMMERSION
IN WATER.
- .....
FIGURE 10. CANNELTON SHALE AFTER 15 MINUTES
OF IMMERSION IN WATER.
FIGURE t I. PAOLI 3 SHALE AFTER 24 HOURS OF
IMMERSION IN WATER.
"
A broken piece of shale weiqh.ng between SO and 60 gm
was oven dried at a temperature between IDS· and 110·C lor
at least 8 hours. The broken piece was selected such that
it was roughly cquidimenaional. The shale picce was allowed
to cool for 30 minutes at room temperature snd then immersed
at least 1/2 in. below the watcr level.
After 16 hours, the shale piece was removed from the
water. drained for 10 minutes, and dried at bet~en 105' and
110'C for 8 hours. Five cycles of wetting and drying were
repeated, and the condition of the sample ""s observed 1110
the end of each cycLe, and at the 00001u8ion of the test.
Slake Durability Test
The slaking tests discussed previously produce rather
qualitative results. The slake durability test, on the
other hand, meaSures ~ weight loss in water which can bo
oxpressed as a durability number (Nd ). The dur~bility
number yalues vary not only with the type of shale, but,
unfortunately, also with such test details as the initial
moisture condition of the shale charge and the tosting timo
(dr~ reVOlutiOns).
The apparatus was developed by Franklin and others at
Impe"ial College London in 1970 (26). The telit procedure
was further developed end modified to suit Indiana shales.
The apparatus, shown in Figures 12 and 13, consistod
of a drum of 2 mm mesh, 10 cm in length and 14 cm in diameter.
FIGURE 12. SLAKE DURABILITY APPARATUS.
FIGURE 13. TEST DRUM IN SLAKE DURABILITY
APPARATUS.
"
50th ends of the cylinder sre solid snd incorporate suitable
driving dogs. One side plste incorporates a ~uick reloaso
Mechanism to permit easy placement of the shale samples.
A motor drive unit attached to the drum was capable of
reVOlving it at & speed of 20 revolutions per minute. The
drum was rOtated in a water trough which was mountod to the
~se board. The test drum was supported on water lubricated
bearings, allowing 4 Cm unobstructed clearance below the
drum. The trough water level was 2 cm below the axis of
the drum.
A sample of ten repreaentative Shale pieces, each weigh-
ing SO to 60 ~, was Oven dried snd placed in the test drum.
The drum waS now half immersed in the water bath and rotated.
Material detached from the pieces passed through the mesh,
i.e •• boo~ a sample welght loss.
The durability number (Nd ) was calculated as the per-
centage ratio of final to initial dry sample weights.
" _ B-C 100.-0 where
Nd • Durability number for a Shale for a given number of
drum revolutions and given initial conditions of
shale (oven-dried or soaked) •
• • weight 0' ,,~ plus '" slimpl" bofore test •• • Wc1ght 0' ,,~ plus '" nmple retainl><1 altor tcst •
0 • Woight 0' clean and '<' drum.
The teSt was con~ucted nOt only on oven-dried samples,
but also On samples which were immersed in water for six
hours before testing. Dry B<lmpla weights wer.. used in .. 11
calculations.
To deter~ne a suitable value for the atandar~ number
of revolutions, preliminary tests were conducte~ on selected
samples ~or 100, 200, 500 and 1000 revolutions of th.. drum.
These reaults are shown in Appendix B. The weight loss
through the meshed drum increases with the number of revo-
lutions, except that at a hiqher number of reVOlutions, vi •• ,
1000, the reaults were not alwaya reproducible. Five hundred
revolution. SeemS a rea.onable compromise, aince it produced
both a wide range o~ durability numbera amenq the shales
and reproducible results.
The durability number for 500 revolutions w~a defined
as th.. durability ind..x (Id ). Durability indices both for
dry s....ple., (Idl d , ..nd for aoaked aamples, (Id)s' were
determined. At le..st two tests were run for each combina-
tion of variablea; valuea reported are average.. The
lewer the Id value, the le.s durable tho shale. Soaked
values were alw~ys lower than the dry ones.
Modified Soundness Test
This te.t meaSureS tho ~egradation of shales when sub-
jected to five cycles of alternate wetting and drying in a
sodium suUate solution. It is more severe th!l.n the
..
proviously mentioned slaking tests, and is more effective
in di.tlngui$~inq among the harder and more dur~blo shales.
The test ~3S modified from ASTM C 88-63 (5), which is
used to determine the resistance of aqgregates to dis-
integration by sodium sulfate or m3qnesium sulfate. The
standard teSt USeS a fully saturated SOlution, but this
is too severe for shale., and after a series of trIals,
the saturation was reduced to 50\.
The charge of shale fragments was 1000 gm, of which
lJO qrn was between 1/2 in. and 3/B in., and 670 gm was
between l/4 in. and 1/2 in. lOieco. in this size ran9" wor"
rouqhly o'luidimensional. L<orgcr pieces tended to be plato
shaped, duo to tho laminated nature of the sediment.
Definition of size by a sieving process of cOurSe beCOMes
more arbitrary a. the pieces depart from a bulky shape.
The sample ...as ...ashed ...ith ...ater, and Oven dried <:It 105 to
llO·C before weighing.
A saturated sclution of anhydrcus granular sodium 8ul·
fate ...as prepared in accordancs ...ith A~TM C 88-63 procedures
(5). The solution ...as diluted to SO, saturation by adding
an equal 3mount of water. The SOlution ...as prcpared <:It
least 24 hours in "'dvance of the start of test.
The sample "'as imroerscu in the sodium sulfate solution
for not less than 16 hours 3nd not moro than 18 hours. Tho
SOlution covered the shale ehunks to a depth of at least
1/2 in. The i ....orsion ",,,a eond\lcted at a rOOm temporaturo
.,
of 7Z· t zor. The sample was removed fro~ the solution,
drained for 15 ~inutcs, placed in tho drying OVen at 105 to
IlO·C, and dried to constant weight. ~fter the a~ple had
cooled to room temperature, the process was repeated.
Upon c~pletion of five cycle. of immersion and drying,
tho .~ple was washed with water until free of sodium sul-
fate, as determined ~ the reaction of the wash water with
barium chloride (BaClz )' It was then dried and frectloned
on a 5/16 in. sieve. The weight retained on the sieve was
determined. each teat was repeated at least once, and
average values are reported.
The Soundness Index, Is, was defined as tho percent
retained by weight on the 5/16 in. sieve. Durability IS
considered to increase with increase in Is value.
Modified Abrasion rest
The test was modified from the standard Loa Anqeles
abrasion test, AsrM C 131-66 (5). In the standard test,
the sample and a defined abrssive charqe of .teel b~lls is
placed in the abrasion testinq machine and rotated for
500 revolutions. Tho quantity of material finer than the
No. 12 sieve, resulting frorn this process, is called tho
,"woar", and rates the degree of abrasion. Nigh wear values
indicate less durable rocks.
The standard test was too severe for the .halos used
in this study, and changes were introduced. Sh~le charges
wore either, a) ovon dried or b) soaked.
..
~) Oven-Oriod sample. The abrasion charye was reduced
from 12 to J steel balls (each approximately 1-7/8 in.
diameter and 445 9"" wei9ht). and the salnpl" weight "'''5
2000 gm, with 1000 gm between 1 and 1-1/2 in., and 1000 gm
between 3/4 and 1 in. Abrasion loss was determined by
sieving through the No. 12 (1.69 mml u.s. standard sieve
after 200 revolutions in the standard drum. (Abrasion 10s8
101.... also recorded "fter SO :<cvolutions.) The we19ht 10S8
of the sample expressed as a percent".." of the original
W<li9ht waa defined "8 the percent abrasion loss. For "OIIlC
selected samples a complete chunk (9rain) 5i~e distribution
",as also determined at tho end of the teat.
bl Soaked Sample. The ab:u.s1on teat on so"ked shale
samples used tho .~e weight and gradation of s~ple ~s
above. The shale ohunks ~re soaked in wster for six hour.
prior to starting the test. The machine w~s rotated for
only 50 revolution. and no charge wa' used. After 50
revolutions the material w~s washed on a No.4 (4.76 mm)
U. S. standard sievo. The material retllined on No.4 :;iovo
was dried and weighod. Using the dry woights, the percent
abrallion los. was determined as before.
Soil Type Identification Tests
These tests were run on powdered shale matcriel to
detormine the behavior of the shale when ~nd if reduced tv
the soil dre. The.e test results, which arc of only
limited value, includo Attc~be~g ii~its, g~~in size
dist~ibution, and x-ray diffraction.
Atterberg Li..its
The driedl shale was broken down by mech~nic3l means
to provide a sufficient sample passing thc No. 40 sieve.
A mortar and a pestle (with rubber tip) were used for
grinding purposes,
The liquid limit was determined in accordance with
ASTM 0 423-66 (6), and plastic limit and plasticity indox
wero measurod using ASTM 0 424-59 (6).
Grain Size Analysis
Tho gr~in si2e distribution of various sh~les was
based upon a combined sievs and hydrometer analysis, ASTM
o 422-63 (61, The dhtribution of particles largsr than
0.074 ~ (rstained On tho No. 200 sieve) was determined by
sieving, while the distribution of particle sizos smAller
than 0.074 10m was determined by a sedimentation process
using a hydrometsr.
The usual mechanical disaggregation prece~ing the
test was both arbitrary and troubloso""" Oue to the
"cemented character" of the shales, it was most difficult
to determine the amount of ~ech~nical effort requircd to
separate ~sic particulate units without fracturing them.





























.un.r~l.. Powdered shalo lampl•• were obtainod by
Dechan!.sl deqradatlon only.
Tlw t •• t laapl......re !urUl"r prepared in I epeeial
aluain.... "eU "Iin'l t.hc McCreery ..tl>od ('II. whleh h
d••cribed in ~ppendl. C.
Tlw -...pl. wu -..nted i1nd d .. 4iffrac:t_u.. adjuned
for It6nd.ud Condition., which are,
• 50 kilovolt
8<1&11 Slh. 0 ,-
Deuceor Slit 0 0.' ""'<;IltrO.
Ti... Conatant • , second,
Chart Speed • 60 inch/hour
Ran9' 0 0 ,. 1000 cycl.. "" ..cend
Th. diffractIon pattern .... Obtlined bet....n 2' and
30' of 2& valu•••
A dille.ctlon pattern .... also obtained "ith tho pa....
of powder with 'lIye"..oi.
Afte.. d.terainlnq the poeitionl of pelks, the lnter-
planar lpaol091 ~r. c.lcul.t~,
•• ::l S~n •




























available. When both the mold and the sp~cer disk ~rQ used,
a sample height of 4.584 in. and volume of 1/13.33 (0.075)
cu ft ~re Obtained.
TWO rammors were used in this study. One had a 2 in.
dia.... ter face, weighed 5.5 Ib, nnd was d.-opped 12 in. The
seeond rammer had a 2 in. diameter face, weighed 10.0 Ib,
and s drop of 18 in. figure 14 shows the mold, spacer disk,
extension COllar, and a rammer.
The loading device consisted of a compression type
apparatus, capable of applying a deformation rate of 0.05
in. per minute. The apparatus was used to force a piston
of circular cross section having a diameter of 1.95 in.
(area· 3 aq in.) into the sample of compscted shale. Tn.
loading device is shown in Figure 15.
The apparatus for measuring volume increase, due to
the effect of water upon the compilcted sampl..s, consisted
of a swell plate with an adjustable stom and a tripod
support for a dial indicator. The swell plato is mado of
metal, 5-7/8 in. in dililmeter and perforated with 1/16 in.
diamoter holes. Tn. tripod used to support the dial
indicator is lIlrrangod to fit the mold extension collar.
The device is shown in Figure 16.
Test Proceduro
The maximum size of ahale chunks that could be u~ed in
this meld was recolJ\lllend~d a>J 3/4 in. by AASIIO T 99-61 (3).
Therefore large pieces of shale, about 6 in. across, woro
"
FIGURE 14. MOLD, SPACER DISK. EXTENSION COLL.AR
AND RAMMER.
FIGURE 15. LDAOING DEVICE FOR C B R TEST.
FIGURE 16. DEVICE FOR MEASURING EXPANSION.
"
"
passed through. jaw crusher which produced piecos 3/4 in.
cr smaller. The softer shales gave finer gradations.
A representative eir-dried sample woighing at least
18 Ib waS thoroughly ~xed with water to prOduce the desired
compaction water content. The prcp!lred shale "aa compacted,
with the apacer disk at the bottom and the collar attached
at the top. such that a COJOpacted height of 5 in. lOa.
obtained. A filter paper waa placed between the spacer
dhk and the ahale.
The compaction waa performed at the four effort lovels
liated bel"",.
i) Stan<lard eUort - 5.S Ib ra"""Ct with 12 in. fall,
3 layers, S6 uniformly distributed blows per layer.
ii) 0.5 Standard effort - 8llf!lG aa above, but 28
uniformly distributed blows per layer.
iii) 1.9 Standu'd effort - a.me as above, but 100
uniformly distributed blows per layer.
iv) 4.5 Standud effort _ 10 lb runer with 19 in.
fall, 5 layera, 56 uniformly distributed blows per layer.
After compaction, tnc extenaion collar was removed
and the surface waa trimmed evenly with the help of a
straightedge. The weight of the compacted soil sample was
determined. The water content cf the c~pactcd shale was
determined by drying a sample of at leasr 50 qm.
The as-compacted California Dearing Rutio was nOW























































loaat 1/2 in. of ~ater. Tho .ample wae re~vcd fro~ water
at varioe. time intervals and rolled in a largo absorbent
cloth until all visible surface films of water wore removed.
The .ample was weighed and again immersed in water for
the subsequent re.~inq. at the next timo interval. Time
intervals of 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10, 24, and 48 hours were
used.
Atter 48 hours, the sample was oven dried and the dry
weight was recorded. If the dry weight after the teat was
leas than the original woight, the water content at the end
of the teat was determined ccrreapondlnq to this weight,
and a proportionate correction was apPlie~ for intermediate
saturationa.
" ~. asturation after 48 hr, calculatod "00
initial dry weight of sample;
" . ••tor8tion after •• y. ealculated from
final dry woight ., $~ple; .",
I • saturation at aome intermediate time 0&1-
cuiated from initial dry ~eight of sample
then Correction C· AI {A2 - All.,
Therefore the corrected saturation at an intermediate time
Is {I + Cl.
Bulk Unit Weight
It i. belioved that the atrongth and durability of
shale increasea ~ith an increase in insltu donsity. Thouqh
"
insitu donsity was not determined, the bulk densities of
chunks of tho various shales wore detormined in accordance
with I'.STM D 1188-71 (6). The test samplo was " shalo chunk
weighing between SO and 60 qm, and as cquidimcnsiollai as
possible. Tho weight of the spacimen "as determined afeer
being oven dried and cooled at room temperature for about
one hour. Ttle specImen was then coated with melted p<lraffin
sufficiently thick to seal all air YOldS and cooled to room
temperature, atter which it was weighed. The weight of the
co:>ted speciJrlon submerqcd in water was rc:corded.
If A ~ weight of dry specimen in air, gm;
B • wolght of dry specImen plus paraffin coating
in air, 91ft;
E • weight of dry specImen pluS paraffin coating
in water, 9'1';







The breaking characteristics may be the most d~scrip-
tive feature for shales. They can be olassified as mas.iv",
with s parallel arranqement of cLay particles, anu nOn-
fissility with a random arrang",mcnt (51). Tho naturo of
camsnting agents is also an important factor influencing
flsaility.
..
Massive rocks have no preferred directions of cloavlng
and nreaking. HOst Of tho fragments are blocky. rLa99Y
rocks will split into fragments of varying thickness, but
the width and length are ~ny ti~. greator than the thiok~
neSB, and the two esscntially flat aides are approximately
parallel. Flaky shales split along irregular surfaces
parallel to the bedding. and into uneven flakes, thin chips,
end wedqo·llke fragmenta whoae length seldom exoeeds three
inohes. The three breaking types are ahown in Figuros 17,
lQ and 19.
Shale. "0::0 brokon by' (al .. hammer having a 1'>:'90
area of contact, and (bJ by striking pieoes of shale
8gainst eaoh other. About 1000 gm of shale waa broken in
this way, and approximately the '~e breaking effort waS
applied to each shale.
Shale pieces with "",sdve, fhggy and flaky character·
istics were visually separated snd weighed. Proportions
of the three different breaking types Wete determined to
the nearest 10 percent.
FIGURE 17. MASSIVE BREAKING TYPE.
"
-----t=-:;;;;::;
FIGURE 18. FLAGGY BREAKING TYPE.
"
FIGURE 19. FLAKY BREAKING TYPE.
"
..
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The various test results and tbeir us"fulne•• in
clas.ifying shales as to their behavior in c~~pacted
embankments \/ill be described in thi" section. It will bo
seen that all the tests did not yield useful descrIptors,
and only certain te.ts were solected for use in the
recommended enginaerinq classification procedure. The
rolations among the results of various testa will also be
dI8CII8'I(,d.
Degradation Type Tests
This group is comprised Of slaking teats lin air,
water and " sodium sulfate 801ution, and mechanical abrasion
tests.
Tost Results
Simple SlakIng Tests. None of the sh"l... collected
during this study slaked in moiat air, but the results of
slakIng tests in water showed • wide range of disintegration.
The reBults of one cycle of wettinq and dtyinq arc reported
in Table 6. It ",ill be Been that only two of the fifteen
.halos wero affected by this te.t.
TABLE 6. RESULTS OF SLAKtNG TEST tN WATER (ONe CYCLE





















Al>o;lt one !outth e~
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to thin flakes Ot
vety amall piece•.
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No chan..e in piece
Ot Suttoundin",
water after 24 houte.
"
T~ results of five cyelts of wetting ~nd drying are
roported in T.ble 7. rive of the fHt...n ...-plee .ore
efhc:ted by thie teet.
Si"ke DurabilIty Telts. The velva. of the slake
durabIlity index for dry saaple. (ldld and for soaked
..-plee (Idl. are shown in Table a. The valu•• of (lold
range fra. 24.0 to 95.0 and thos.. of (ld). range from 0 to
'3.6. ~. those numbers refer to the percent weight re~
rained in the .....h.d to.t dr""" hi<Jher velu"s of Id ""fer
to more durable shales. ror all shaloe tho aoaked values
are lower than the dry on•••
ModifIed Soundn••• Tost. Tho r"sulte of this test
are shown in Tablo 9. Till' t •• t seem$ -or. effective than
Othere in distinguishing aaong the h4rder and nore durable
ehal... The velu... of .cundne•• index (1.1 range frc. 0 to
9'.2. As this n~r reterl to ~. percant veight re-
t.ined OA ~ 5/1' iA••i.~ a~ the concl~,lon of t~ te.t,
hlgher value. ot I, reter to ~re durable .hal•••
Abra,ion To't.. Tho e••~lts of abc••lon tests 3rO
,hown in Tobie, 10, 11, and 12 and fiquro 20. Table 10
.bow. the abra,ion los, for ovon-dri~ ,~aples for so and
200 rovolutions. The abr31ion 1055 for 200 revolutions is
almost four timos of that for SO revolutions. Tho abra-
sIon 101' for the dry I.=ple abrasIon toet is dotincd by
tho •• eori/l.l Unee than the No. 12 siove.
"
TABLE 7. RESULTS OF SLAKING TEST IN WATER (FIVE CYCLES







M;l.terhl IIh.ked c"",pletely into ""coher-
ing ..~ll aggreqates during firar cycle
of wetting.
~terial slaked completely into "ncoher-
ing small aqqregatee durIn", thIrd cycle
of "'etting.
At the end of fifth cycle, material slak-
ed only partially. Bot"'e.,n 30 and JS\
or material slaked into very $~ll pieces
and thin flakes. so.... · cracks "ere vis-
ible in the intact piece.
At the end of fifth cycle between 5 and
10\ Of """rerid slaked into very "",all




At the end of fifth cycle








No visible chanqe in the condition
of 'hale piece.
..
TABLE S. VALllES OF St.AJ(E DURABILITY INDEX FOR
OlffER£NT SAMPLES.
Sample Slake Curability Index





Paoli , 86.1 56.2
Paoli , 88.8 68.7





Paoli , 94.5 n,o
Scottllbur9 94.0 91.1
". 94.8 93.6




TABLE 9, RESULTS OF MODIFIED SO~DSESS TEST.




On 5/16 in. Sieve)
C..nnelton ". •
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Paoli , " "











TABLE 10. ru::SULTS or ABRASION TEST (OVEN-DIlIED Sl>.MPLE).
Percent Weight passing No. 12 Sieve






























TABLE 11. RESULTS 01' AllRASIOW TEST (SOI\l(!;D SilMPLE).
Sample Percent Weight Pas~lnq No. 4

















TABLa 12. RESULTS OF ABRASIO~ T~S~; COMPARISON FOR
OV~N-DnIEO AND SOAKED SAMPLES.
Percent Weight passinq No.4 Siave
After 50 Revolutions
S""'plo Oven-Dried S,unple soaked Samplo
Cannelton ,., ,,"
paoli , '"' 39.2
Plloli , ,., 20.0
1-65 "" 23.5
I'.ttica '" 14 .1
'" ,.. 19.5
•0 0
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Table 11 shows eke results of soaked sample abrasion
teste. This version of the test employs 50 revolutions and
the No. 4 U.S. standard sieve. Corresponding values for
selected shale samples in the oven-dried conditton vero
dotermined for comparison and are reported in Tabla 12. The
range of values for different samples is also shown in Figure
20. The abradon 10•• On a soaked sample ia muc" higher than
on an oven-dried sUlpie. However. the rankinq of skales is
not necessarily the same in the two varieties of the test.
(aee Tabl" 12).
Figure 20 shows the cumulative frequency distribution
of ohunk sirss before and after the test tor selected
samples. All the .amples had the same gradation of chunks
before the teat. "ftor the test. the distribution curves
for tha various materiala have about the ea~ shape, but
are dieplaced with respect to each other.
Discussion
Simple Slaking Te.te. On the ba.i. of the firat three
test., vir., slakinq in air, sl~kinq in water in one cycle,
and .lakinq in water in five cycles, ~ll the .hale. could
be classified into three qroupe.
L Shalee which are .ever"ly stt""ted by w~ter, Le.,
slake siqnificantly. Only Cannelton, 1-74, and paoli Yare
in this oateqory.
2. Shales Which are affected by water to a very ~lnor
extent during five cyolea. Paoli X and 1-65 are in this
oateqory.
3. Sh.. les which appe"r totally unaU""tod by fivo
cycles. Paoli 3, paoli 5, Lynnville, i\ttic"_ 67,\, 6711,
J7A, 37a, Scottsburg and Klondike fall in this cat"gory.
Thoso shales which al ..ke significantly in the fivo
cycle test should certainly be viewed as non~durable. If
used in embankment, they should be ..ccorded special tre.. t-
nent. Groups 2 "nd 3 perform satisf"ctorily in these
testa, but further ex~ination of their char"cteristlcs
should be undertaken before specifying design "nd construc-
tion details.
Slake Durability Tests. An examination of the v.. lues
of durability index On both dry and soaked samples from
Table 8 reveals the following points.
1. For the Shales which completely Or partially sl"ke
in water, the slake durability index for dry samples also
predicts a severe degrad.. tion in water. This is true for
the Cannelton and 1-74 shal.s. On the basis of Tables 6,
7, and S, an (Id)d ~ as would represent shales which are
probably nen-durable.
'- For the shales which have ..n (ld) d > "', ". lId}.
h prcbably a better me..Sure. " ". (ld) 8 is botween 0
and 50, ". material i8 highly susceptible •• bre"kdown '"
water. An (Id)s between SO and 70 reprosen~s an inter-
mediate susceptibllity to water. V.. lues between 70 and 90
repre.ent materi .. ls with f ..ir to good relative durability.
"
3. ~o~ materi~l. ~ith (Id ). velues greater than 90
(or perhaps even 85) the test does not distinguish ~uffi­
clently among the materiala, and other tests are needed if
such distinction 1. desired.
Modified Soundne•• Test. By comparing the values of
Table 9 with those of Table S, the soundne•• test seems to
be more effective than tho other testa in distinguishing
among the harder and more durable ahales. Although tho teat
does not simulate weathering actions, it seems to relate w~ll
to the effects of weathering, e.g., wetting and drying,
freezing and thawi",,,.
When this telt wea run on a aound, medium grained lime~
atone, it gave a soundness index of 99.2, whIch shows that
evon the beat ahalo.(J71l) 18 IIIOre susceptible to weather!n"
than limeatone.
On the basis of this test various groupings of materials
are suggeated,
1. If Is is leu tl\an 20, tho material i. very
susceptible to weathering, and should probably be tre~ted
like a tine grained soil.
2. It Is iB b"tween 20 and 50 (perllape even 70), the
material hae a relatively high .u$ceptibility to weathering
and the materi~l ehould probably atill be treated as a soil.
3a. Materials having valuea bctweBn 90 and 98 ~re
grouped ae "IntcrmBdiatc-l", and arc pro~bly little
affected by weathering.
"
3b. ~terial. having values bet~en 70 and ~O aro
termed ·Internt<!di<lto~2·. Both intermediates ,"'" bo superior
to soil a. embanKment ~terial., if given adequate treat-
ment in the construction process.
4. If Is is 9reato", than 98 (no such m.:l.tcrlah wore
sampled), tho ~terial can prObably be treated like a rock.
Abrasion Tost. The abrasion test WaS performed on
dryas well ;u on soaked ""''''plea. However on tho dry
samples the test results showed little difference between
the ahales (Table IO).
Results of abrasion tests with soaked samples are
shown in Table 11. These results reflect a combined effect
of mechanical abra.ion and water Slaking_ The slake
durability tost, which gives (Ial., is also a combined
effect of the same two phenomena. The results of these
tWO tests are similar, and as seen from Figure 21, their
interrelation is approximately linear. A simple linear
regression analysis gives the relationship [lld)S • 109
1.15 Abrasion Lossl, with a ~orrelation ~oeffi~ient of
0.99. It should be noted that the abrasion test is much
more tlme ~onsuming and expensive than tho slako durability
t.ut.
It is concluded that the soaked durability index and
the soundness index, when taken toqothor. caR give a
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FIGURE 21. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SLAKE ClUUlBIUTY





























TABLE 13. ATTElUlERG LIMITS "OR PO'.'ItlEm':D SIlAt.E.
'"'
sample Liquid Limit, wt I'l"sticity lnd"", "
cannelton " "
1-14 " "
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Smalle~ th~n 0.002 rom
0.074 to 0.002 mm
Percent by Wei~ht
S4mpla S..na Sue Silt sue chy Sue (SducIayj Size
Cannelton , " H "
1-74 • ., " "
PlloH , , " " "
Paoli , " .. " "
paoli , " " " "
Lynnville " " " "
1-&5 " "
., ..




paoli , " " " "
ScottSburq " .. " ..m .. " " "
Klondike " .. " "
A~ticll " " " "
no ., " " "
'"
of x-ray diffraction identification of tho principal mineral
constituents arc reported in Table is. Complete x-ray
diffraction patterns ara sho~n in Appendix D.
Discussion
Ateo.-berg Limits and Activity, Though it is realized
that the Attorberg limits can vary with the pretost treat-
"",nr of tho soiL e.g •• predryinq of soil reduces its
plasUcity (14, 57), they still corrolate "ell "itl> ..mount
and type of clay content (77).
Values of tho plasticity index for clay shales 8S
reported in the literature (21, 70) normally rango between
50 and 200. A plssticity index as high as 465 Is rsported
by Morton (66). The values of plasticity index from Tablo
13 shQw that the sampled IndianS shales have little plas-
ticity, e.g .• I p is from 4 to 17.
The activity r~tio for the different aha lea has been
calc~lated from the data of Table 13 and Figure 22, and is
reported in Table 16. ActivIty is tho ratio of tho plas-
ticity index to the percent by weight of tho minus 0.002 mm
fraction of the sample. Sl<empton divided activity in five
groups as follows (33),
Group L Inactive, with activity len th;ln 0.5
Group ,. Inactive, with "...:tlvity '"' to 0.75
Group ,. 1I0r""'1, with ,,"ctivity 0.75 '0 1.25
Group •• Activo, with "ctivity 1.25 '0 ,
Group ,. Active, with "ctivity gre"ter than ,.
'"
T,\BLE 15. RESULTS OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION ON POWDERED SU,\L£S.
5 ....1'1.. Princip~l Con~titucnts
Cannelton Allophane, lIaollnite, Quartz
1-74 IlUte, Kaolinite, Chlorite, OU",ru, !Icl<l::par
P30li , 1111 t", Kaolinite, Duartz, Fel<;lspsr
Paoli , Illite, Kaolinite, Qu""t" reldspar
paoli , Illite, Kaolinite, Chlorite, ou"rtz, Feldspar
Lynnville Il11te, 1(&011n1to, o"artz, Feldap""
1-65 Illite, KaOlinite, Quart>, ~'''ldspar
'" nUte, lIaolinito, Qua"u, Foldspn
on Illite, 1<8011n1t... Ouartz, reldal'll"
1'''-011 , Illite, Kaolinite, Chlorite, Quartz, Feldspar
Scottsburg Illite, Kaolinite, Ouutz, Feldspar
'" Illite, lI:"olinite, Cillorite, o"artz, Feldspar
Klondike Kaolinite, Quartz
Attica. 11Ute, Kaolinite, Quartz, Feldap"r
m llHte, Kaolinite, Chlorite, Quortz, I'eldspar
TABLE 16. ...cTIVITT FOR POWDERED SHAL£S.
....,. Plasticity Percent by Weight Activity
l""'ex Finer than
0.002 _
cannelton n n 0.28
I~H " " 0.35
Paoli , >0 " 0.21
Paoli , • " 0.27
holl , • " 0.17
Lynnville U " 0.38




'" >0 .. 0.21
PaoU , , " 0.1&
kottsbw"g • " O.U
". , " 0.29
Klondike • " 0.16
Attica , " O.U
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FIGURE 23. TEXTURAL CLASSIFICATION BASED UPON
GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION (ISHC).
ThO Unified classification system (86) is more compre-
hcnsive in that it takos into account both grain sito
distribution ..nd Attorborg limits. The classification of
the powdered shale materials according to thia system is
sho"", in FiguI:e 24. Six mateI:i",ls, namely, 1-74, paoli "t,
Lynnville, 1-65, 67A, and 37A aI:e classifiod as CL 01' in-
organic claya of low compI:essibility. Threo mateI:ials,
namoiy, cannelton, ~londike,and Attica aro classified as
ML which means inoI:ganic ailts and fine s..nds of low
compI:easibility. The I:emaining six II\lIteI:la18, P",oli X,
paoli 5, 678, paoli 3, Scottsburg, "nd 378 are borderline
material a "'nd aI:a represented by a double sy~l, CL-ML.
ThO AASKO Classification system uses seven gI:OUpS,
A-I thI:ough A-7, based upon gI:ain ai~e distribution and
Atterberg limits. ror the fines, a gI:OUp indoxl m<>y also
be determined. One material (Cannelton) is classified as
A-7-6, which is the Classification tor the poorest inorganio
matsI:ial.. TWO material. (1-1~ and Lynnville) arc clasBi~
fied as A-6, and the rell\llining 12 materials arc classified
1. Group Index (1) is defined a_
1 ~ 0.2a + 0.005 ac + O.Olbd where
_ ~ the portion of Boil passing No. 200 sieve greater
than 35 percent and not exceeding 7S percent,
expressed as a number (from 0 to 40)
b ~ the portion of soil paB.~nq No. 200 sieve gteatcr
than 15 percent and not exceeding S5 percent,
expressed as a number (from 0 to 40)
c ~ tho portion of liquid limit yreater than 40 and not
e,,<,oeding 60, o"preslie<! .... " numbor (from 0 to 201
d ~ tho portion of plasticity lndux 9ro"ter than 10 and




















































































































































































































































Table 17, summarize. the classification of powdered
materials acccrdinq to the three systems.
x-ray piffraction. Results of X-ray diffraction showed
that none of the shales contained montmorillonite in
identifiable quantities. Thirteen out of fifteen samples
had illite as tho dominant clay mineral. On. sample
(Cannelton} had allophane. This sample also did not contaIn
feldspar, a common constituent of the other••
Kineral oomposition probably explains 1088 about the.
behavior of th.s. shales than oementinq materials. Un-
fortunately, the o~entinq materiels, which will be a very
small fraction of the total shale mass, were not determined
a. thie could not he inoluded within the scope of this study.
Compaotion and Load-Deformation Test.
These tests were run in a 6 in. diameter CDR mold.
The tests were performed at different moisture contents
and compactive effort levelB. Aftor each test the follow-
ing results were available. (The first two items wore
controlled as independent variables.)
1. compaction effort
2. Molding water content
3. Dry unit weight as compacted
~. Percent a~ial swell after soaking
S. CDR as compacted
6. CDR Boaked
7. Ratio of CDR soaked to CDR aB compacted.
TABLE 17. CLASSIFICATIOli OF PO;'"DEREO SHALE MATEIlIM.S
ACCORDINC TO ISllC, UNIFIED, <\NO MSUO
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS.
CIa.... i f icaUon
~4mple ISIlC T.."tu~"l UniHed MSllO
Cannelton clay ~ A-7-6
[-}4 clay " .-,
paoli , clay " .-,
paoli • clay loam CL-ML .-,
Paoli , clay CL-HI. .-,
Lynnville clay " H
X-65 clay " .-,
'" clay CL-HI. .-,
on clay " .-,
P..oli , clay CL+foI.L .-.
Scott"bur!!, clay CL-tlL .-,
". "andy clay ,.~ " .-.
Klondike clay ~ .-.
Attica sandy .=. ,. .-,
'" ..~ ~ .-,
Test Results
Tbe test results are sbown in Fiqures 2S to 3~.
Fiqures 2S to 28 sbow the rnoldinq water contents "s. dry
densities and CaR "alues (both as compacted and soaked) at
four effort levels of O.S, 1.0, 1.8, and 4.S times the
Proctor standard effort for four sbales (Cannelton, 1-74,
37A, and Attica). Fi9ures 29 to 31 Show tbese ralations
at two effort levels of 1.0 and 4.S times the standard
effort for three shales (1-6S, Paoli 3, and Scottsburq).
For the remaininq eiqht shales (Paoli 1', Paoli x, Paoli S,
Lynnville, 67B, 671., Klondike, and 370), Fi9urcs 32 to 39
show the results for the standard effort only. Tbe valu"s
of axial swell were also dctermined after 96 hours of soak-
in9 in water, and arc reported in percant on tha water
content-dry density curves.
Tbe rcsults show thst ths optimum moisture content for
a 9iven effort level varied qreatly from sbale to shale, as
did percent swell. Table 18 summarizes the results at
optimum moiature content and standard effort for all the
sbales.
Discussion
compaction llehavior. lin examination of tho lI'IOisturo-
density curves shows that at hi9her compactlvc effort lovols,
biqher maximum densities were obtained and at lowor optimum
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FIGURE 39 CB R TEST RESUlTS (STANDARD EFFORT),
37 e SHALE.
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results. At standard effort, the optimum r.tOist"re content
ranqee from 6.9\ to 16.6\. At 4.5 standsrd effort, optimum
~isture content ranqes from 5.3 to 14.0\. Optimum moisture
content was plotted aqainst the percent by weight of
particles finer than 0.005 mm determined from grain aize
analysis of tho ahale. The plot io shown in Figure 40.
Thouqh no mathematlcal relationship is possible, there is a
trend of lncreasing optimum moisture content with increaainq
amount of fine particles.
Maximum dry density obtained with standard effort at
optlmum molsture contont ranqee from 107.4 to li9.7 pef.
CBR Results. As expected, CBR values, for both as~
compacted and soaked conditions were higher at high cOm-
pactlve effort levels. For ae-compacted CUR values, there
wae not ~ch change On the dry slde of optimum moisture,
but on the wet side of optimum moisture content valuee do-
creased rapidly with the incr..ssa of moisture content.
Generally, soaked CaR values were smaller On the dry side
Of optimum moisture content than those at optimum moisture
content.
Ae tests were run On all fifteen semples at standard
Proctor effort, these results were more thoroughly examined
and compared (Table 18).
The comparisons of the values of es-oompaoted CDR,
soaked CBR, and ratio of soaked caR and as-compacted CDR
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soaked con varied bet~cen 0.0 and 21.8 and the ratio of
soaked CDR and sa compacted CDR varied between 0.0 and 0.765.
It is noted that for the three ~terials which show some
flaking in water. the value of soaked CDR is 0.0, 0.4 and
1.1, while the as-compacted CDR values arc 2.1, 6.1 and 8.0.
These data imply a very weak embankment, should tbeso shales
be saturated in service.
The values of soaked CDR varies between 0.0 and 76.5
percent of tbe a'-compacted CDR. Aa this ratio becomes l~,
a closer examination of the special provisions tor tho use
of the shale i8 indicated, o.g_, compaction degradation,
drainage, and encasement.
Swelling Behavior. Swelling after 96 hours of soaking
vas recorded. The ~ximum 'l~e of shale lumps used was 3/4
In" and it was thought that a few of the shales might
collapse and show a volume decrease upon 96 hours of soaking.
Kowever, no such subsidence waS noted.
For eight out of fifteen materials there is almost no
axial awell. At atandard pr~tor optimum moisture for the
remaining materials, axial awell is 0.6, 1.0, 2.9, 3.2,
5.2, 5.4 and 7.8t. On both aides of optimum moisture con-
tent, swell was leas than at optimum moisture. swell also
increases with tho increase of compaction effort (molding
water content constant) and therefore with tho inercdse of
dry density. This is similar to fine grained soil results.
An increase in svell is identified vit~ a decrease in
the CBR ratie. If results are compared for tho~o /;h~lcs
which give a swell of 1.0\ or mere, t~ere is linear trend
for reduction in ratio with t~o increase of swell. See
Figure 41. A simple linear regressien analysis gives a
relationship of R. 42.7 ~ 5.48S, with a correlation co-
efticient of 0.86. The equation ,.~ovs that at a c"rtain
value of swell, in the vicinity of 7.5\, the soaked COR ls
reduced to almost ~erO.
~lscellaneous Tests
This group consists of water absorption, bulk unit
weight of lwops, and certain hreakinq char..cterlstic3 of
lUterials.
Test Results and Dlscussl0n
Ab30rPtiOn teSts. On three samples, vi~ •• cannelton,
Paoli Y, and 1-74, it was not possible to get reliable
results due to the slakinq phenomenon. For tho other
materials, water absorption~time curves are shown in riqure
42. The forty eight hour w.. ter content did not vary ~uch
fr~ shale to shale, and vas between 4.45 and 7.6 percent
for all the samples.
Bulk Unit Weight. The results of buik unit wcig~ts
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FIGURE 41. SWELL vs. CBR RATIO AT STANDARD
PROCTOR OPTIMUM MOISTURE (FOR SHALES
WHICH GAVE SWELL GREATER THAN 1-;.).
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T,'IDLE 19. BULK UNIT \ :IGHT or SllALE SPECIMl:lIS.


















As rapor~ed in 11terat~r& by Underwood (90) and others
(21, 66), the insitu dry unit weight of shale varies from
80 to 160 pet. The dry unit weight values, which were
obtained On chunks of Indiana s~les varied from 101.5 to
129.9 pct.
Higher values were expected, and the probable reasons
for lower values sro'
1. Many of the shales were sampled from Shallow
depths.
2. No insitu testing wa. done. RAther, bulk unit
weight was determined on shale chunks after bringing
them into the laboratory. Reduction in confining
pressuxe might have increased the vol~ of chunks
(though decrease in water content might also "ause
the", to shrink).
Breaking Characteristics. On the basis Of breaking
characteristics of shales, the percentage component for each
shale having massive, flaggy, and flaky propertles was
determined and 1a reported in Table 20.
flaky and flaggy are two Characteristics of fissility,
and therefore the fi8sility number should be some weighted sum
of the two. It ...... assumed that the fis8Hity number should
be equal to the percent flaky component plus " constant
ti!l'llls the percent flaqqy component. Though the $I'e and
~iqht of flaqqy or flaky piece. for a given ahale varies
..ith the breaking effort, the flaggy pieces ..ill be heavi"r
TAIlU 20. FI$SILITY CUAR,\CTERISTICS FOR SIIALES.
salDpl.. \ Massive \ Flaqqy , Flaky Fiss11ity No .• F
(\ Flaky +
0.35 \ Fl"9'9Y)
Cannelton " '" '" "
1-74 '" '" '" "
paoli , " '" '" "
paoli , " '" '" ..
paoli , '" .. '" ..
Lynnville '" '" '" "
1-65 , '" '" ..
'" '" .. '" "
'" " .. '" "
P"oli , '" .. '" ..
SCottsburq '" .. .. "
'" '" '" '" "
l<1ondik.. " '" '" ..
"tU"" '" '" '" "
'" '" '" '" "
•••
than the flaky pieces, tor a given breaking offort. Typical-
ly the weight of flaky pieces varied between 5 and 100 per-
cent of fleggy pieces, and the average weight Of flaky
pieces was 0.35 time. the average weight of fleggy piece••
Thorefore, the fi ••illty n~r (f) WaS defined .a the
sum of percent flakin.s, and 0.35 time. percent flaggino•••
The values of fi ••ility number for IndIana shales
ranged between 31 and 68 and are shown in Table 20. It will
be shown in subsequent discus. ion that higher values of
fi •• ility number reduce both strength and durability of a
c~pacted shale fill.
Correlation Among the Various Teat Results
Attempts were made to correlate the results of Ono teat
with those of others. Lin&ar and quadratio regre••lon
models were tried. Not all the correlation attempts were
meaningfUl. Correlation attempta among the test results
within the same teat group have been described under the
dlscussion of these group results. For example, the results
of abrasion and slake durability tests on soaked samples
were similar, givinq a linear intercelation [(Id)s • 109
1.15 abcasion loasl, with a correlatien coefficient of 0.99
(Figura 2ll. A simple linear relationship waa also possible
betwoen the CDR ratio and the axlal Dwoll for tho shalos
WhiCh had a swell of 1.0\ Or more (Figure 41). The
relationShip is, R. 42.7 - 5.485, with a correlation
coefficient of 0.86. Principal correlation atte~pts amon~
the test results of different ~roups are discussed below.
Fissility and CSR
As-co~p~cted CSR is an indicator of the stren~th of tho
shalo in the compacted fill, while soaked caR indicatos
both in-service stren~th and durability. caR ratio (Rl is
an indicator of the stren~th loss and· tho durability.
Hi~her v~lues indicate stron~ and/or durablo shales for
""'bilnklllents.
It is expected that hi~hly fisaile rocks are c~para­
tively weak and non-durable. Fissi1ity n~r w~s therefore
plotted against as-co~pacted CSR, soaked CSR, and caR ratio.
The plot again3t CSR ratio is shown in Fi~ure 43, and S
si~p1e linear re~re5sion analysis gives the ro1ationship
R· 108 - 1.07F, with a correlation coefficient of 0.85.
Regression analysis waS also atte~pted for fissi1ity number
vs. as-compacted CDR and fisailiey n~r va. soaked CBR.
The relationships are: (CBRlo. 48.3 - 0.46F, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.77; and (CBRl s • 33.1 ~ 0.37F
with a correlation coefficient of 0.83.
Thus,higher values of fisaility number tend to reduce
as-compacted CDR, eoaked CDR, and CBR ratio, implying that
embankments, constructed frOm shales havin~ high fissility
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FIGURE 44. SOUNDNESS INDEX VS. C8 R RATIO.
Fissility and SOundness Index
Shales with the three highest degrees of fissility
were those which slaked most readily in wator. Exceptions
to the trend aro noted, for example, ~londike shale has a
high fissility number (I' • 68), yet it also showed a rela-
tively high soundness index (Is _ 94.6). This ~y be due
to the nature of tho cementing materials.
If a shale doea not slake in water in one cycle of
wetting and drying, and has a fissility number of less than
50, it is probable that it will be a relatively durable
embank....nt material. In addition, all the shales which hsd
a fiaaility number of lesa than 68, had a soundness index
of grester than 68. A plotting of soundness index and
fissility nwnber values is shown in Figure 45. Linear and
quadratic regression models were tried but do not give sny
....aningful relation. Ilowever, Figure 45 shows thst, at
least in a qualitative sense, the fissility nwnber and
soundness index hsve an inverse relationship. The
absence of a strong quantitative inverse relationship could
be explained by the fact that fissility is not the ecle
physical materisl fsctor influencing durability.
Grsin Size Distribution and Indices of Durability
It hu been reported by Ollier (63) th.. t fine quined
rocks shew greater weathering effects than coarse grained
Ones. Accordingly, the cumulative porcenta9~s finer than
0.002 mm, 0.005 mm, and No. 200 sieve wers plotted against
x x










FIGURE 45 FlSSILITY NUMBER V5. SOUNDNESS
INDEX.
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(Id)d' (Id ). and I a • Linear and quadratic reqrcsaion
modela were tried on soundness index, Is, and percent finer
than 0.002 mm (C2~). The linear reqression model gave a
relationship Is • 114 - 1.33 C2~' with a correlation co-
efficient of 0.522. The quadratic modei gave a relation-
ship I a • 73 + 1.50 C2~ - 0.0412 c~~, with a correlation
coeffioient of 0.565. Such low valu~s of correlation co-
efficienta show that the reqre.sion equations have very
little meaning. Regression analysis attempts with other
,,,.,,sure,, of grain size (C5~ and C200 ) , or of d\lrE.bility
{(Id)d and (Id ),,), alao yielded relationships vith very lov
oorrelation coefficienta. However, the data shov that, at
least in a qualitative .ense, fine" reduce the durability
indice••
Unit Weight. and caR or Soundness Index
It is believed that the strength and durability of
shale increaaea with the increaae of in situ density. tn-
situ density was not determined, but bulk dry unit weight
ef lumps l(ym) lumps) and maximum dry unit weight ef
S~ndard Proctor effort (Yd max) were known.
It was therefore attempted to corrolate the two dry
unit veights with a.~compaotcd CDR, soaked CDR, CDR ratio,
and aoundnesa index. No meaningfUl oorrelation was pos"ible
with the soaked CDR, CDR ratio, or aO\lndness indox. How-







































FIGURE 46. DRY DENSITY VS. AS-COMPACTED C B R.
which will be a very ~~~11 fr~ction of the total shale ~8S
(and were not dQter~incd during this study), have more
influence on the behavior ot shalea than the clay minerals.
Reaults of CBR tests on various shale samples shewed
a widespread range in the values ot (CBRlc' (CBR)", R, and
Yd max' Higher values ot (CRRle and Yd ~x indic~te
~tronger ahales. <CIlRls is an indicator of both in-se<vicc
atrength and durability, and higher values indicate more
etrength and durability. Higher values ot R l'r"dict more
durable aha1ea. The resulta ot CBR testa correlate
satiafactorily with eeundness index and tissi1ity number.
Among the results of miscellaneous testa, fieei1ity
number aee~ the most promising. Higher values of
tieei1ity number tend to reduce ae·compacted CDR, eoaked
CDR, and CDR ratio. Thus higher fissi1ity reducoa
durability and strength.
The values of bulk unit weight ot lumps and maximum
dry unit weight of Standard Proctor effert corru1ated well
with the values of CaR aD compacted, which i. a messure of
strength. nowevsr, values of bulk unit weight of sampled
Indiana shaie. covered a relatively small rangs S~
colOpared with that reported in the literature. (The
values of bulk unit weight of dry lumps of salOp1od shaloo
ranged between 101.5 and 129.9 pcf, as compared with an
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encasement ot non-shale soil ~y be needed. For the two
intermediates, specitications should generally vary between
those for soil snd those for rock tllls. B19ger chunks oan
be used. In the Intermedl.. te-2 ahales, it ia probebly





1. Shales are "bad actors" in various degrees. Some
shales slake almost immediately when e~po.ed to a higher
humidity, while others withstand numerOus cycles of
wetting and drying_
2. Indiana has some shales which are hard and dur-
able. However, there are others which slake in water and
&re likely to cause problema in embankment••
3. Meet of the Indiana ahales sampled during thi.
study are of low plasticity and low Activity. Illite and
kaolinite are common clay mineral••
4. For the uae of .hales in embankments there are two
principal problema; fIrat, a failure to rec09nire and
properly cl.s.ify the ahale in an engineering acnae; second,
en inability to specify economic desi9n and construction
teatur•• to ~tch the predicted engineering response.
5. Within a short distance, laterally or vertically,
shates like MOst other naturally occurrinq m8tcri~18 very




























"pproxilDlltad respectively as, R .. lOB - l.07l') (CBR)" ..
48.3 - O.46F; I1nd (CHRIs" 33.1 O.37F.
5. sulk unit weight of lumps is " \lset"l descriptor
for shales. As-compacted CDR and bulk unit weight of lump.
have a direct relationship, approximated by (COR)" ..
120.2 + 1.20 (Y~)lumpe'
6. Maximum dry unit weight of Stand"cd Proctor effort
and aa-compacted CBR have a direct relationship, approxi-
-220.7 + 2.07 Yd
Classification of Shales
It is proposed that the Indiana sha125 be classified
into the four categorIes, namely. Rock like. Intermediate-t,
























For different groups of sh~les, the following eonst~uc­
tion p~actices are suggested by the author. (Theso opinIons
were derived intuitively on the basis of obsorv~tions hut
without any actual field test.)
1. If the m~terial is soil like, the 3ateri~l should
be thoroughly broken down before use and thinner lifts than
nor"",11y used for Soil, may be needed. Heeo, expansive
characteeistics for tho shale should also be deoermined.
(Axial swell in CBR test is a good desc~iptor.J If the
shale powder shows more swelling than that of ordin~ry clays,
it should be accorded the spscial treatment given an expan-
sive soil emban~nt and an effective encasement of nOn-
shale material will be needed.
2. Foe intdemediate-l and intermediate-2 s~les,
specifications should geneeally vary between those for soil
and those for rock fills. Big':lee chunks can he used. In
intermediate-2 ahales, it is probably necessary to h~ve
better density conteol and to employ an encas.......nt.
3. A mixtuee of dueable and non-durable m~t"rial
should not be used In an embankment, e.g., nevee mix a rock
like with intermedi~te-2. The two materi~ls will dege~de
differently during seevice, c~using problems. Only top
quality of Inteemediate-l shales or rock like c~n be mixed
with limestone Or sandstone.
4. If it is not possible to sepa"~te good ~nd bild
shales, then the whole material should be treatod 11ke soil,
and should be thoroughly brokon down bofoeo uso.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. Indiana shales should be categorized as to erllh>.nk-
mont performance by qeolOgic units, so that qeologic mapping
ca.n be used to make a first prediction of the shale behavior.
Such a prOgram would require systematic sampling and labora-
tory testing of the general type described in this research.
2. Shales considered for embankment use by the ISHC
should be aubjected to characterization by test in the
qeneral manner delcribed herein. These data can be
accumulated and will improve the validity of correlation
equations of the type contained in this report.
3. The performance of shale embankments, p"rticularly
those conStructed with the aid of the guidelines stemming
from this study should be monitored, with a view to im-
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In Deeember 1971 and Jan~ry 1972, " alop8 !ailu~e
oc;curred on 1-74 n.e.o.r St. Leon in Deilrborn County, lndi"na.
Thia !.ilure forced tho cloaing of tho e.at-bound lilne of
the highv"y. It vaa located within a comp"cted fill cOn-
t.in1ng both ahale and iimestone.
The location "nd gaoloqy of the problom aite 011'0 do-
acribod heroin, along with aalient features of the land-
alide. Tho conatruction spoeificatlona and properties of
the o~nkment material are illao deacribcd.
oeacription of Landalide Are.
The failure occurrod in aouthe"atern IndIana. DCaI'
the Indi;uuo-Ohio boundary. The e><act loc.. tion 14 in tho
northweatern ~l.f of aect10n IJ, T-7·W, a·2·W, about 1-1/4
.I1.s .aat of the interchang. with Indiana S~tO ~i~hwily 1
!l"iguro U).
Bedrock .t thia poInt 1a in the upper ~rt of the
Dillaborn ror~tion (lower part of the RichDond Croup). and
ia Late OrdovicIan in age. Thia formatIon conaiata of thin
boda of ahalo and limeatono. Tho roglonill dip is about
6 foot por ..ilo weatw",rd, and the beds apr"i1r l'ractlc~lly
hori~ont.al to thoa nakocl ay" (30). In this reylon. "",re
thon JOO beda of alternating shille and liAOSlono "CO cecorded
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soil consiGts of limostone slabs In a matrix of groenish-
brown or yellowish-brown clay, which has weathered princi-
pally frem shale (30). Tho insitu soils tond to have good
intornal drainage. Cuts in this materi<ll "",y causa land-
slides (8), and erosion is a .er~ous problem on cut slopes
(84) •
These soils arc heteroqenaous. Water movement through
them tends to follow irregular pathways of loast re~istaneo.
One part of the soil may be fairly dry, while another part
close by is thoroughly saturated. The most important ~one
of weakness is immediately beneath the soil at the bedrock-
soil interface. The reason for this is th<lt the shalo is
loss permeabie than the soil, so that water seeping down-
ward through tho 3Oil, as well a' water seaping tow<lru the
outcrops in beds Of limeStone, tend. to collect and move
downslope at the bedrOCk-soil interface as shown in riyure
49 (30).
Emb<lnkrnent Details
The embankment was constructed during i961. The fill
material consisted of the locally <lvail<lble mixture Of
limostone , shale, and clay weathered principally from the
shale. The construction 3pccifications do not directly
refer to tho shale or to any special rroatrnr.nt for it.
Apparantly, the sh<tlu was placed in larqc chunks ~nd Wi'S




































limestone was pr~s~nt randomly and pro~bly protectcd the
shale by brid9inq, archinq or similar load-distribution
action. If the fill were constructed as a rock!lll the
lifts could have been "s thick as four fcet (47).
The side slo.,.,s were 2 to 1. '"i9ure 50 sllows aero""
seotien of the e~nkment after construction and after
failure. II.ccordin9 to the cl""sific"tion system proposed
by the KRB Landslid~ Committee (41}, the failure is a
(rotational) slump slide.
Before the failure occurred, the site e~perienced
large settlements, which sevcroly cracked the pav~ments and
locally altered the drainage p<lttern. Nearby fills along
1-74 have also experienced similar settlements. "uggosting
that they too ultimately be landslide sites. fiyures 5L
(a) and (b) show the phot09raphs of failure rones "t two
locations. figure 51 (a) shows the "",in scarp of the slide.
The surf"ce is conc"Vo upward. Figure 51 (h) shuws a closo-
up of the scarp failure aurface. Limestone pieccs, shale
chunks and soil mixtures could be secn here.
Measurement on Embankment Materials
Milterial waa sampled from the failed embankment and
from a nearby ~halc cut. 7he m<>tcrial from thc c~nk~nt
consisted of Clayey soil, shale, and Limestone pieces.
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FIGURE 51 . PHOTOGRAPHS OF FAILURE ZONE AT
TWO LOCATIONS.
The materi~l fro~ tho shalo cut consi~ted of two
types of sh~lc, one w~s gray in color, while the other w~s
of ~ brownish color. Theile ""'teri"lll di!tc,ed s""",wh~t
in p,opertics, however, both we,e non-du,,,ble, slaking
co~pletcly in three cyoles of wetting and drying.
Since it was assu~d tnat the two shales would be u~ed
in "bout equ"l proportions in an embankmont. they were
mi"ed in "qual p"rts prior to testing. R<:sults "r<, collect-
ed in Table 23.
According to the proposed classification system, the
lI\i}terial is ·soll like". Therefore it should be thoroughly
broken down at the end of compaction; it should "lso be
encased within the emb~nk~nt.
Int~et ssmples of 2.8 in. diameter were taken from tho
"nbankmont by the ISllC. Those samples, whUe somewhat dis-
turbed, do show large voids within tho compacted material,
suggesting that shale chunks nave slaked in servied.
probable ~xpl:nation for railure
The shale was apparently pl"ced in the embankment
witbout proper identifie~tion. It w"s prob<ibly dry cnou<;lh
to be quite ,"e$istant to mcch~nical breakdown. I!ollever
the shale is veq' nonduu.ble under wettin'} and drying_
The h,"')e chunk~ of shal" wore further pr<>tecled from
breakdown in th" rollIng proc,,"" by tho limes~ono piece" in
the fill mixture. The presence Of largu piece" alsO tendcd
to produce larger voids between thom.






















Slakes completely in three cycles
















The drainago of the sh~le was reasonably ~ood ~nd aome
8 or 9 years were required to produce serious slakin~ Of
the sh~le. The first evidence of trouble w~s the large
scale settlement resulting from the breakdown. The action
probably was progressive, since the settlement disrupted
drainage, causing more slaking snd settiement, etc.
The embankme~t was much weakened by the collapse of
the sh~le chunks. Tho wetter condition of the fill also
reduced its strength, as well as increasing the driving
force. The rcsult was a slide-slump class of failure.
!!emcdial Action by Indh.na St~te lIig:,".>)' Commission
The India"a State Ilighway Commission is ~pplyin9 thr<:e
techniques to st~bilire tho fill, ~s shown in Figure 52.
1. Improving the drainage. The drai"age wss <Iis-
rupted due to the slaking of shales and subsequent settlo-
ments in tho emb~nkments. To improve the drainago, grade
"8" special borrowl is placed bolow the water levol
shown in Figuro 52.
2. Tho side slopes "ro mado flatter. Instead of ~
2 to 1 slopo as used oarlier, a 3 to 1 slope is ~optcd.
J. Stabili1ing berms arc provided as sho"n in 1"['1uro
52. They will contribute to ~he ro,;iutin'J forces.
1. U borrow nmterhl con"ist~ of Quit"bl" ~~nd, cru~hed
or uncr,,~hed 9ravel, crushed Slone or blast furn3co
slll\l, .>nd contains not more th..n lO\ m"L,,.i~l pa~~in'l
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Conclusions about F~iluro
The failure was caused by impropor place~nt of the
shale, which in turn was caused by a failur" to identify
the shale and to write special previsions for it. Tile
flattening of slopes end provisions of berms wiil certainly
help in ~king the structure stabie, but future movements
mal' occur since the slaking and interior adjustments to it
mal' not be complete. Tllis incident is an example of how
important it ia to properly identify and classify the fill
material before use, so that deSign and construction pro-
visions mal' be adequate for it.
The rosults sre shown in
Slake Durability Numbers for Difforent
Numbers of Nevolut10ns
proliminary tests ~ere conducted on solecte~ shale
samplos for lOO, 200, 500 and 1,000 revolutions of the
drum ln order to select the standard number of revolutions
in the slake durability test.
Tables 24 and 25. The ~eiqht loss throuqh the meshed drum
ineressed with the number of revolutions. Howevor at a
higher number of revolutions, vi~ •• 1000. the results were
not always reproducible. Fiv~ hundred rovolutions scemed
a reasonablo compromise, as it enablo~ one to ~lstinguish
among the various shales on the basis of the durability
numbers. Reproducible results were also obtained.
,~~ ... VALUES " SLAKf. DURABILITY NUMDER rOR DU'!-'ERENTNU~WER " REVOLUTIONS Oll DRY SAMPLE.
:;1"1<0 Durability NumtCr if NumbCr ".I(<>volutions arc
S"mpl" 100, 200, 500, 1000.
(lid l dlCD (Nd )d200 (Nd )d500 (Nd)dlOOO
Canne 1ton 82.0 65.0 24.0 •••
paoli , 97.7 94.3 96.1 71.5
Paoli , 99.1 96.5 93. Q 84.5
1-65 98.1 96.9 93.2 95. J
m 98.0 96.9 94.9 88.1
'" 9$.4 97 .• 94.8 89.5
Attica 98.4 97 .3 95.0 88.2
,~~ ". VAl,.UES " Sw.J<1:: DURABILITY NU~ER roR DU"PERI>NTNUMOl::R " REVOLUTIONS ON SOAxEO S~WLE.
Slake Durability Number " ,-< 0'Revolutions are
Sa,"pIo
tOO, 200, SOD, 1000,
(Ndl s100 (Nd )S200 (Nd15500 (Nd ) 51000
Cannolton ••• ••• ••• •••
Paoli , 94.5 83.0 56.2 14.0
Paoli , 96.1 95.2 89.1 77.6
1-65 95.0 91.1 7B.5 48.6
on 97 .1 95.2 90.3 60.4
'" 98.0 96.3 93.6 86.2




























The teat .maple was prepared in the S8mo ~nner as
tor the dry sample, with the difference that instead of
dry powder, a paste of powder and gLycerol was usod.





X-ray diffraction patterns, which wet. Obtained {or
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